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GENERAL KNOWLEDGE  
Rowlatt Act 

Passed by the British government in March 1919 to get a grip on power over ordinary citizen, 
the Rowlatt Act entitled the police personnel to arrest any person without any year on whatsoever. It 
has termed after the Rowlett committee’s president, sir Sidney Rowlatt. The purpose of bringing this act 
in effect was to abolish revolt and remove any conspiracy theories against the British from under this 
Act. People who indulged in rebellion against the British would be sent to jail for up to 2 years without 
trial. Any suspect could be nabbed without a warrant and could be detained for an extended period. The 
act also gave the govt. power to muzzle the press’s voice if they wanted to probe the reasons behind it 
with the evidence. Consequently, they prohibited public gatherings of any cultural or religious sort. To 
revokes this act, Mahatma Gandhi and the other leaders called for a Hartal (suspended all activity) to 
make them view the rejection by Indians with this rule. Many freedom fighters and nationalists were 
arrested after protesting against it. The imperial legislative council cleared the Anarchical and 
Revolutionary crimes Act (the official name of the Rowlatt Act) irrespective of the united opposition 
from the Indian members of the council. All of them resigned while the protest was on. The bills were 
called “black laws”. These consisted of MA Jinnah, Madan Mohan Malviya and Maghar UI Haq two 
prominent congress leaders Satya Pal and Saifuddin kitchlew were arrested on April 10. The protest was 
grisly when the govt. implemented the act, and the army was called in Punjab to control the situation. 
….. place in some province, especially in Punjab, where the situation was not acceptable. 
1. When was the Rowlett Act passed? 

(a) 1909  (b) 1919  (c) 1930  (d) 1942 
2. The Rowlett Act aimed at :- 

(a) compulsory Act aimed at 
(b) Imprisonment without trial and summary procedures for trial 
(c) suppression of the Ichailafat movement 
(d) imposition of restrictions on freedom of the press. 

3. Which two prominent congress leaders were arrested? 
(a) MF Jinnah and Madan Mohan Malviya 
(b) Maghar UI Haq and Abul Kalam Ajad 
(c) Satya Pal and Dr. Saifuddin Kitchlew 
(d) Satya Pal and SC Bose 

4. Who was the Rowlett committee’s president? 
(a) Sir Sidney Rowlett   (b) John Simon 
(c) Lord Pethick Lawrence   (d) Lord Macaulay 

5. When did Gandhiji called for a nationwide Hartal? 
(a) April 6  (b) March 3  (c) May 5  (d) July 7 

ANSWER KEYS 

1 b 

2 b 

3 c 

4 a 

5 a 

 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE  

Modal Verbs 
Modals are different from normal verbs: 
1: They don't use an 's' for the third person singular. 
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2: They make questions by inversion ('she can go' becomes 'can she go?'). 
3: They are followed directly by the infinitive of another verb (without 'to'). 

 Probability: 
First, they can be used when we want to say how sure we are that something happened / is 
happening / will happen. We often call these 'modals of deduction' or 'speculation' or 'certainty' or 
'probability'. 
For example: 
It's snowing, so it must be very cold outside. 
I don't know where John is. He could have missed the train. 
This bill can't be right. £200 for two cups of coffee! 
Click here to find out more about probability. 

 Ability 
We use 'can' and 'could' to talk about a skill or ability. 
For example: 
She can speak six languages. 
My grandfather could play golf very well. 
I can't drive. 

 Obligation and Advice 
We can use verbs such as 'must' or 'should' to say when something is necessary or unnecessary, or 
to give advice. 
For example: 
Children must do their homework. 
We have to wear a uniform at work. 
You should stop smoking. 
Click here to find out more about obligation 

 Permission 
We can use verbs such as 'can', 'could' and 'may' to ask for and give permission. We also use modal 
verbs to say something is not allowed. 
For example: 
Could I leave early today, please? 
You may not use the car tonight. 
Can we swim in the lake? 

 Habits 
We can use 'will' and 'would' to talk about habits or things we usually do, or did in the past. 
For example: 
When I lived in Italy, we would often eat in the restaurant next to my flat. 
John will always be late! 

 
Exercise 
Direction: Fill in the blank with a suitable modal. 
1. How ______ you have left the bathroom in such a mess ?            

  (A) couldn't  (B)might   (C)could    (D)will         
2. Mat ______ be lazy but he is certainly not stupid.               

  (A)needn't    (B)mustn't   (C)should    (D)may       
3. I ______ speak Swedish, Dutch and Japanese.                

  (A) can    (B)may    (C)should    (D)shouldn't     
4. I think we are lost. The man ______ have given us the wrong directions 

  (A) might    (B) should   (C) would    (D) will     
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5. You ______ be serious about swimming outdoors in winter. 
   (A)would    (B)can't    (C)could    (D)might       

6. Plants ______ have sunlight in order to make food.           
 (A) can   (B)may     (C) must     (D) will     

7. Since our bags are identical you ______ have taken mine by mistake.        
(A) can   (B)will    (C)shall     (D)could  

8. Parents ______ take care of their children. 
(A) may     (B) ought to   (C) mustn't  (D) shouldn't       

9. ______ you excuse me for a moment ? 
(A)Would   (B)Should   (C)Must   (D)Needn't        

10. She ______ stay up late if she takes a nap now. 
(A) mustn't     (B)shouldn't    (C)can   (D)used to  

ANSWER KEYS  

1 C 6 C 

2 D 7 D 

3 A 8 B 

4 A 9 A 

5 B 10 C 
 

REASONING 
Coding and Decoding 
The coding questions will provide you with some information that is in code form. This information can be 
decoded using the key that is present either within the question or within the options. Here we will start 
with the first type or the letter coding. Let us begin! 
Letter Coding 
This is the code that is derived on the basis of alphabets. usually, the position of alphabets is used. For 
example, let us see the following question. 
1. In some language, “EXAM” is coded as “FYBN”. In the same language, how will we code  “RESULT”? 

A) SFTVMU             B) REPTUY              C) ERICCART               D) KYLEBROW 
Answer:  
The first step is to detect the code. For that, we need to focus on the word EXAM. The first letter E in 
code is F, similarly the code for X is Y, for A it is B and for M it is N. Thus we see that in this language the 
alphabet is shifted to one step to the front. Thus the code for R will be S and hence the correct option 
here is A) SFTVMU. 

Number Coding 
Example 2: In a certain code, “Delhi is capital” is coded as “7 5 9”. The sentence “capital are beautiful” is 
coded as “3 6 9”, and “Delhi is beautiful” is coded as “6 7 5”. Also “Patna also capital‟ is coded as “9 2 
2. What is the code for “beautiful” in this code? 

A) 2             B) 4               C) 5            D) 6                E) 7 
Answer:  
To solve codes like these remember the order of the numbers may be anything. For example, in “Delhi 
is capital” and “Delhi is beautiful”, we can see that the words “Delhi is” are common and thus we can 
see that capital is 9 and beautiful is 6. Therefore the correct option here is D) 6. 

3. Q: What is the code for “Patna is beautiful “? 
A) 7 5 6           B) 7 5 9             C) 5 7 8             D) 5 7 9            E) Data Insufficient 
Answer:  

https://www.toppr.com/guides/english-language/english-grammar/
https://www.toppr.com/guides/english/transformation-sentences/
https://www.toppr.com/guides/quantitative-aptitude/number-series/order-and-ranking/
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Let us see if we can figure it out word for word. We already know that the code for beautiful is 6. From 
the code  “Delhi is beautiful” as “6 7 5” we see that “is” may be represented by 7 or 5. If we take a look 
at the code “Delhi is capital” which is present as “7 5 9”, we notice that we can’t get the code for “is” as 
the data is not sufficient. So the correct option is E) Data Insufficient. 
Symbol Coding 
In the symbol coding, we use the symbols like “!@#$%^&*()_”, to represent words or letters. These 
codes are then used to determine a code for the words that are written down. Let us see an example. 

4. Example 3: If “LESD” is written as “ @ $ & # “ , “NAC” is written as “ % ? * “, how “CANDLES” is 
coded in the same way? 
A) *&%#$&)                   B) *?%&@$#               C) *&^$@()             D) ?@$@^%@& 
Answer:  
In the code, we can see that the code for L is @. Building on to that we can see that the option 
B) *?%&@$# is the correct option.  
Miscellaneous Examples 

5. Example 4: In the following, a certain code is given. According to this code, “before West to mailing” is 
written as “ad mi ja no”, “the West to Himalaya” is written as “ku ja ig ad”. Also “mailing of the layout” 
is written as “be ku zo mi” and “to should of changes” is written as “be Ii ya ja”. 
Then what is the code for “should”? 
A) be            B) Ii           C) ya                  D) ja            E) Data insufficient 
Answer:  
To solve these types of questions, a table may come in handy. Check for the two sentences that have 
the most number of similar words. Let us put all the terms in the table and see if we can get the 
correct answer or not. Let us see what “to” is coded as: 
Before West to Mailing   – ad mi ja no 
the West to Himalaya    –   ku ja ig ad 
The two have ony one code in common. This means that the relation can’t be determined. Thus the 
option is E) Data insufficient. 

6. In a certain code, we write the word “SUSHI” as “RTRGH”. How ill you write the sentence ” Who are 
you” in it? 
A) Vgn zqd xnt B) Vec bqd xmy  C) Njg hhd kdd  D) Vgx xbg jak 
Answer:  
The letter before S is T and this is the rule for the code here. A letter that comes just before the one in 
the given word is the code. So the sentence ” Who are you” will be coded as “Vgn zqd xnt”. The correct 
option is thus A) Vgn zqd xnt. 

MATH 
Concept: 
An arithmetic progression (AP) is a sequence where the differences between every two consecutive 
terms are the same. In an arithmetic progression, there is a possibility to derive a formula for the 
nth term.  
For example, the sequence 2, 6, 10, 14, … is an arithmetic progression (AP) because it follows a pattern 
where each number is obtained by adding 4 to its previous term.  
In this sequence, nth term = 4n-2.  
The terms of the sequence can be obtained by substituting n=1,2,3,... in the nth term. i.e., 
When n = 1, 4n-2 = 4(1)-2 = 4-2=2 
When n = 2, 4n-2 = 4(2)-2 = 8-2=6 
When n = 3, 4n-2 = 4(3)-2 = 12-2=10 
Here are the AP formulas. 

1. Common difference of an AP: d = a2 - a1. 

https://www.toppr.com/guides/reasoning-ability/images/grouping-of-figures/
https://www.toppr.com/guides/history/rulers-and-buildings/rulers-and-buildings-in-india/
https://www.toppr.com/guides/english/vocabulary/words/
https://www.toppr.com/guides/+maths/relations-and-functions/relations/
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2. nth term of an AP: an = a + (n - 1)d 
3. Sum of n terms of an AP: Sn = n/2(2a+(n-1)d) 

Examples: 
1. The 7th term of an AP is -39/12 and the 15th term is -103/12. What is the 27th term? 

A. -187/12  B. -191/12  C. -199/12  D. -205/12 
Sol : Option C 
The 7th term is a + 6d = -39/12 
The 15th term is a + 14d = -103/12 
Equating these terms with their values and solving as simultaneous equations, we get  
a = 3/4 and d = – 2/3. 
So the 27th term is (a + 26d) = 3/4 + (-52/3) = -199/12 

2.  In an AP of 21 terms, the sum of the first 3 terms is – 33 and that of the middle 3 is 75. What is the 
sum of the AP? 
A. -955  B. -1155  C. 525   D. 715 
Sol : Option C 
The AP can be expressed as a, (a + d), ---, (a +20d).  
The sum of the first 3 terms is (3a + 3d) = -33 and the sum of the middle 3 terms is (3a + 30d) = 75. 
Solving these two equations, we get a = -15 and d = 4.  
The sum of the 1st 21 terms is (21/2) (2 * -15 + 20 * 4) = 525. 

3. The 6th term of an AP is 6 and the 16th term is 14. What is the 27th term? 
A. 106/5  B. 22/5   C. 118/5  D. 114/5 
Sol : Option D 
The 6th term is a + 5d = 6 
The 16th term is a + 15d = 14 
Equating these terms with their values and solving as simultaneous equations, we get 
 a = 2 and d = 4/5.  
So the 27th term is (a + 26d) = 2 + (104/5) = 114/5. 

4. In an AP, the ratio of the 2nd term to the 7th term is 1/3. If the 5th term is 11, what is the 15th 
term? 
A. 28  B. 31   C. 33   D. 36 
Sol : Option B 
The 2nd and the 7th terms are (a + d) and (a + 6d) respectively.  
The ratio of these terms is 1/3.  
Solving this ratio, we get 2a = 3d.  
The 5th term is (a + 4d) = 11.  
Substituting for a, we get a = 3 and d = 2. Therefore, the 15th term is (a + 14d) = 31. 

5. The sum of the first 3 terms in an AP is 6 and that of the last 3 is 16. If the AP has 13 terms, what is 
the sum of the middle three terms? 
A. 7  B. 9   C. 11   D. 13 
Sol : Option C 
The AP can be expressed as a, (a + d), ---, (a +12d).  
The sum of the first 3 terms is (3a + 3d) = 6 and that of the last 3 is (3a + 33d) = 16.  
Solving these equations, we get a = 5/3 and d = 1/3.  
The sum of the middle 3 terms is (3a + 18d) = 11. 

ODIA LANGUAGE  
 

C_iMð (_ìað _âZýd) 
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C_iMð @aýd ùgâYúeö Gcû^ue iõLýû ùKûWÿòGö 

~[û - _â, _eû, @_, icþ, ^ò, @]ô, iê ^òeþ(^òü), CZþ, _eò, _âZò, @a, @^ê, \êeþ (\êü), aò, @bò, @Zò, @_ò, 

C_, @ûö 

]ûZêe _ìaðùe aýajéZ ùjC[ôaûeê Gcû^uê C_iMð Kêjû~ûGö Gcûù^ c¤ _ìað_âZýd ^ûcùe _eòPòZö ~[û- _â 

- Peþ + @ = _âPûe, @û-Mcþ + @^ = @ûMc^ö 

]ûZêe _ìaðùe C_iMð ~êq ùjùf ]ûZêe @[ð iµâiûeòZ, iuêPòZ aû aò_eòZ ùjûA[ûGö cêLýZü ]ûZêe @[ð 

_eòa-^ùe I ^òdªYùe C_iMðcû^ue bìcòKû MêeêZß_ì‰ðö 

C_iMð ù~ûMùe ]ûZêcû^ue Kò_eò @[ð_eòað̂  NùU, Zûjûe ùKùZûUò C\ûjeY Zùk \ò@ûMfûö 

1. jé - jeYKeòaû: aòjûe - bâcY, _âjûe - cûWÿ, iõjûe - aò̂ ûg, C_jûe - C_ùXÿøK^, _eòjûe - 

ZýûM, @ûjûe - ùbûR^ö 

2. Ké - Keòaû: @ûKûe - @ûKéZò, _âKûe - ùgâYú, aòKûe -c¦bûa aû aòKéZò, C_Kûe - jòZ, @_Kûe - 

lZò, _ââZòKûe-^òeûKeY C_ûd, @]ôKûe-lcZû, @^êKeY-^Kfö 

3. a\þ - Kjòaû: _âaû\-Kò́ \«ú, @_aû\-^ò¦û, i´û\-Lae, _eòaû\-KêiôûeU^, aòaû\-Kkj, 

@^êaû\-bûhû«eúKeY, _âZòaû\-aòeê¡ Cqòö 

4. Mâjþ - MâjY Keòaû; @ûMâj - @û\e, aòMâj-cìòð, _âMâj-ùNûWÿû fMûc, _âZòMâj-\û^MâjY, _eòMâj-MâjY, 

@aMâj-aòùz\, ^òMâj-\Š, @^êMâj-\dû, C_Mâj-ùQûUMâjö 

5. Peþ - MZò Keòaû, ~òaû; iûe-MZò, @ûPûe-aýajûe, aòPûe-^ò¿Zò, _eòPe - \ûi, @ZòPe-fõN^, 

C_Pûe-PòKòiôû, CyûeY-K[^, _âPûe -ùNûhYûö 

6. Mcþ - ~òaû; @ûMc-@ûiòaû, \êMðZò-aò_\, ^òMðZ-^òüiéZ, ajòMðZ C_MZ - C_iÚòZ, ^òMc - ùa\, 

aòMZ -  @ZúZ, @aMZ - mû^, @^êMc^ - _ùQ_ùQ ~òaûö 

7. ]û - ]ûeY Keòaû; @a]û^ - iÚòe ùjûA gêYòaû, aò]û^ - ^òdc, ^ò]û^ - iÚû^, _â]û^ - ùgâÂ, 

@û]û^ - @û]ûe, @bò]û^ - ùKûhMâ̂ Ú, _eò]û^ - aÈö  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


